Primary Care Case Study

Hadfield Dental Care
The client is delighted with the result of this
project – a state of the art dental surgery for an
expanding practice.

Location: Hadfield
Project: Conversion of three residential properties into a dental surgery
Duration: 28 weeks

“Building Projects (UK) has a ‘can do approach’ and are constantly looking at ways to
improve and help at every stage of a development. They were professional in all aspects
of their work and as flexible as possible throughout.”
Joanne Bate, Director, Hadfield Dental Care Ltd

Challenge
Hadfield dental practice had outgrown its
existing premises and had secured three
residential properties to convert into a
bigger practice. The challenge was to take
three, old terraced stone properties and
convert them into a state of the art dental
practice within a time critical period.
Solution
Building Projects (UK) had 28 weeks
to complete a major conversion
project which was achieved with exact
planning and strict guidelines. The high
specification works completed included:
• Electrical installation throughout
• Mechanical services
• HVAC installation
• Medical pipe lines installed
• Data cable installation
• Construction of two extensions
• Re-roofing
• New glazed façade

• Windows and doors
• New bespoke DDA compliant reception
• Data cable installations
• Full installation and commissioning
of surgery equipment
• Decoration
• Flooring
Benefits
The client was delighted with the
finished project and the high standard
of workmanship that was apparent
throughout. Time was critical for this
project to ensure the dental practice could
move from its existing cramped building
into this purpose built practice. Five, state
of the art dental surgeries have been
created with a practical ergonomic yet
aesthetically pleasing design. The project
was completed on time and the dental
practice has been able to expand and
flourish as planned.
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